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WiFi hotspot is a computer
software to share your Internet
connection with other devices

such as a tablet, laptop and
smartphone. To share the Internet

connection, you need an
appropriate wireless adapter that
connects your PC to your Internet

service provider. WiFi hotspot
software can be used to transform

your computer into a WiFi
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hotspot. When you run the WiFi
hotspot, all the devices within the
range of your adapter will be able
to access Internet. This allows you
to make your Internet connection
available for up to 100 devices. If

the devices are within a
predetermined distance, you can
connect them to the Internet by
just configuring the settings on

your PC. WiFi hotspot software is
easy to use and intuitive. If you

want to share Internet connection,
all you need to do is run WiFi

hotspot and that's it. WiFi hotspot
creates a wireless hotspot with a
specified name. You can then set
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the name of your hotspot, which
can be unique for each user. You
can also set security and designate
which access permissions will be
granted to which user. There are

three security types that are
available on WiFi hotspot, namely
open password, WPA and WPA2.
WiFi hotspot application is very
easy to use. You can choose a

password for your hotspot and use
it when you want to connect to it.

When you are done with your
connection, you can disconnect
the connection. You can also

choose not to display the name of
your hotspot or its password in
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your device when you connect to
it. Thinix WiFi Hotspot is a

software product from Xioami.
The application is designed to
share your Internet connection
from your computer to other

devices such as a tablet, laptop or
smartphone. In order to access the
Internet, you need an appropriate

wireless adapter that connects
your PC to your Internet service
provider. WiFi hotspot software
can be used to transform your
computer into a WiFi hotspot.

WiFi hotspot software is easy to
use and intuitive. You can choose
a password for your hotspot and
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use it when you want to connect to
it. When you are done with your
connection, you can disconnect
the connection. You can also

choose not to display the name of
your hotspot or its password in

your device when you connect to
it. WiFi hotspot makes it easy to

share the Internet connection
from your PC to other devices

such as tablet, laptop or
smartphone. It supports up to a
hundred devices in the area of

your network adapter. If a number
of devices needs

Thinix WiFi Hotspot With Keygen Free
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Thinix WiFi Hotspot is a simple
to use application that enables you
to share your Internet connection
by transforming your computer

into a WiFi hotspot. To be able to
do this, you need an appropriate

wireless adapter which you
connect to your PC. The

application isn’t picky as it
supports a wide range of devices.

With it, you can share your
Internet connection with other

PCs, tablets, laptops and mobile
phones that are in your proximity.
Thinix WiFi Hotspot displays you
a highly comprehensive interface
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with a minimalistic approach. It’s
ease of use is highlighted by the

fact that the application
automatically configures itself

when you run it for the first time
and the process takes just a few
seconds. This makes it a very

practical utility to have on both
vacations and business meetings

as it supports up to 100 users. The
application enables you to create
wireless WiFi and 3G/4G based
Internet connections in a jiffy

while not neglecting security. You
can easily customize the SSID for

your hotspot, enable PIN
protection, as well as add and
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customize the password that
grants users access. During its
runtime, Thinix WiFi Hotspot

constantly displays the status of
your hotspot along with various
details that do come in handy.

From its interface, the application
lets you know if your computer

meets the required hardware
configuration, if the hotspot is

active and if any clients are
connected. It also tells you your

SSID, wireless key, authentication
type, if Internet access is allowed
and your IP address. Thinix WiFi

Hotspot can also be set to
automatically begin sharing your
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connection immediately after your
computer starts. Also, to make it

easier to change settings in
accordance to the environment

you are in, the application enables
you to create settings profiles
which can be easily switched.

With the above to consider, there
is no good reason why you

shouldn't try Thinix WiFi Hotspot
when you need to create a WiFi

hotspot from your computer.
Supported adapters: * AirPcap *

AirPcap 2 * NetStumbler *
NetStumbler 2 * NetStumbler Pro

* NetStumbler Pro 2 *
NetStumbler Pro X2 *
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NetStumbler Pro X2 Plus *
NetStumbler Pro X3 *

NetStumbler Pro X3 Plus *
NetStumbler Pro X4 *

NetStumbler Pro X4 Plus *
NetStumbler Plus * 09e8f5149f
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Thinix WiFi Hotspot is a simple
to use application that enables you
to share your Internet connection
by transforming your computer
into a WiFi hotspot. To be able to
do this, you need an appropriate
wireless adapter which you
connect to your PC. Thinix WiFi
Hotspot displays you a highly
comprehensive interface with a
minimalistic approach. It’s ease of
use is highlighted by the fact that
the application automatically
configures itself when you run it
for the first time and the process
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takes just a few seconds. Thinix
WiFi Hotspot is a universal tool
that supports multiple platforms.
You can share your Internet
connection with other PCs,
tablets, laptops and mobile phones
that are in your proximity. In
addition, it enables you to create
wireless WiFi and 3G/4G based
Internet connections in a jiffy
while not neglecting security. You
can easily customize the SSID for
your hotspot, enable PIN
protection, as well as add and
customize the password that
grants users access. During its
runtime, Thinix WiFi Hotspot
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constantly displays the status of
your hotspot along with various
details that do come in handy.
From its interface, the application
lets you know if your computer
meets the required hardware
configuration, if the hotspot is
active and if any clients are
connected. It also tells you your
SSID, wireless key, authentication
type, if Internet access is allowed
and your IP address. Thinix WiFi
Hotspot can also be set to
automatically begin sharing your
connection immediately after your
computer starts. Also, to make it
easier to change settings in
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accordance to the environment
you are in, the application enables
you to create settings profiles
which can be easily switched.
With the above to consider, there
is no good reason why you
shouldn't try Thinix WiFi Hotspot
when you need to create a WiFi
hotspot from your computer.
Thinix WiFi Hotspot Key
features: * Perfectly configures
your PC to create a WiFi hotspot.
The application supports any
modern PC. * Supports a wide
range of devices. You can share
your Internet connection with
tablets, laptops and mobile
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phones. * Allows you to share
your Internet connection with
others. A maximum of 100 users
can be shared. * Has a
minimalistic interface with an
intuitive user interface. * Works
on both Windows and Mac. *
Allows you to create WiFi based
connections as well as 3G/4G
connections. * Allows you to
create a hotspot with any name of
your choice. * Has

What's New In?

- Works on Windows 8.1 and up -
Shares internet connection, as a
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WiFi hotspot - Supports up to 100
users simultaneously - Works on
any device (Windows, Android,
iOS, Mac OS) - Create new
hotspot with ease. You can also
use existing ones. - Customized
network settings - Supports any
device with working WiFi -
Displays relevant hotspot
information on the screen - Easy
and convenient for home network
- Easily supports wireless network
(both WiFi and 3G/4G) - Can be
ran automatically on windows
startup - Supports PIN protection
on hotspot. - User friendly - Fully
compatible with Windows7,
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Windows8, Windows8.1,
Windows10 - Can be tried free
for 30 days - Support
customization of the settings. -
Resume option to share internet
after termination (started from
windows startup) - Highly secure
and reliable - Easy to install and
configure - Supports secure boot -
Easy to handle and work with -
Supports multiple platforms like
Mac, Android, iOS, Windows -
Good hardware requirements -
64-bit Windows Operating system
- 1.5 GHz Intel Core i5 or later, 2
GB RAM, video card with
support for hardware-assisted
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video decoding (Download demo
version with a 30-day free trial) -
Can be ran automatically on
windows startup - Supports Pin
protection on hotspot. - User
friendly - Fully compatible with
Windows7, Windows8,
Windows8.1, Windows10 - Can
be tried free for 30 days - Resume
option to share internet after
termination (started from
windows startup) - Highly secure
and reliable - Easily supports
wireless network (both WiFi and
3G/4G) - Customized network
settings - Supports any device
with working WiFi - Supports any
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device with working 3G/4G - Can
be shared to other PCs, tablets,
laptops and mobile phones - An
excellent choice for travelers and
business people with a laptop. -
Allows you to share Internet for
up to 100 users - Very easy to
share your Wi-Fi connection from
your smartphone, tablet,
notebook, PC - Work in any area
- The only Wi-Fi hotspot app that
offers so many functions - No
subscription or service - High
speed - Works with any device -
Creates a new hotspot or change
your existing one - Do not use this
software for any illegal activity
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System Requirements For Thinix WiFi Hotspot:

Microsoft Windows 7, Windows
8, Windows 8.1 Intel Core i3
Processor or better Intel HD
Graphics 2GB of RAM Internet
connection (required to play)
Extras: You can change the logo
during gameplay. You can change
the date in the credits. You can
choose the main menu language.
You can choose the port in the
options menu. You can use mods.
Thank you for watching The
World's End! The World's End
Full Screen
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